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The Editor's Page
Our Rate and Renenals

Our subscription rate remains one dollar a year in Canada and

the United States. In answer to inquiries from Britain we may note
that to the United Kingdom and other parts of the British Empire the
charge should be reckoned 4s. 6d. per annum.

th We take this opportunity of respectfully reminding subscribers
tat renewals are due on the month and year printed in brackets on the

dress slip of the covering envelope, and all subscriptions overdue
rllore than three months may be entered at the rate of one dollar and
a quarter. Also that unless we are notified to the contrary in writing
the Magazine will continue to be sent to the address given with the.rst subscription. No name is taken off the subscription list unless wereceive notification to that effect, with the payment to date of the sub-Scription due.

of The reporting to the publishing office by subscribers of a change
Oa ddress, or their non-receipt of the Magazine any month, will be
"ulUed. Please remember that while we would rather a subscriber got

I 0 copies by mistake than that he missed one, our list is now not
t very considerable, but the liability to mistakes is increased

rough the increase of the agencies concerned in the distribution.

This Magazine and Ministerial Support

a 0d Our thanks are due to many Church people who have responded

e returned through the mail the subscription form recently sent out.
We believe that more and more will follow directly through the mailor Other agencies.

thi 0 o the ministers who have co-operated with us in connection withWork for our common ideal of service, and who have been so cour-sall as to report to us, we wish sincerely to say-"Thank you." We
shae be gratified indeed if our publication, through their interest and
in th ybecomes more and more of service to the cause of the Churche Farthest West and elsewhere.

QehOnie or two ministers, senior in years and experience, were so

vrote llterested in "this Magazine and missionary enterprise" that they
o for more copies of the communication sent for distribution. Some

o re usest city ministers-men in charge of big congregations-not
letter readily endorsed or had endorsed a postscript to the general
o but in one or two cases signed hundreds of the letters with their


